
2020 America250PA Direct 
Effect Innovation Challenge 

Launch



America250PA’s goal is to celebrate America’s 250th birthday and 
Pennsylvania’s central role in America’s past, present, and future. 

That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted 

among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of 

the governed

- Declaration of Independence

“ “



FACULTY
INSTRUCTIONS



What is a Direct Effect Innovation Challenge?

• An experiential learning opportunity for students and 

instructors, designed by the U.S. Postal Service.

• Application of a powerful integrated marketing framework that 

leverages both mail and digital.

• An opportunity to fuel good causes (like America250PA) with 

great ideas and innovative approaches from college students.

• A competitive, resume-building and networking opportunity for 

students.

• A demonstration of the power of USPS’s integrated marketing 

curriculum, developed jointly by educators, industry, and USPS.



What’s New for 2020?

100% Virtual 
This year’s competition will: 

- Be held over Zoom
- Preserve the interaction, collaboration, and 

experiential learning of last year’s 
competition

Greater Depth
For the 2020 competition: 

- Regional winners will develop both a B2B and 
a B2C marketing campaign.

- The new BuyPA theme will provide a focal 
point for student campaigns



Getting Started

SELECT AN ACADEMIC LEADER
Each school selects a faculty member to represent the school in the competition, 

serve as the point of contact, and manage the Campus Challenge.

VISIT WWW.AMERICA250PA.ORG
Click on the “Innovation Challenge” tab to find tools and information on the Challenge.

CLICK ON THE REGISTRATION LINK
Complete the brief online form, including the name and contact information for your academic leader, and 

click submit. Your school is now registered! We’ll follow up with your academic leader.

ATTEND THE WEBINAR
We will be hosting a webinar to provide guidance and answer questions about the Campus Round (and we’ll 

record and post it if you can’t make it). Stay tuned!
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http://www.america250pa.org/


Campus 
Round
Considerations

To run the Campus Round, you’ll need:

Campus Round must be completed 
by:

October 3, 2020

Students! 
Ideally, academic leaders will recruit several teams with a 
maximum of four students each. Students can come from any 
academic discipline.

Video Conferencing. 
Select a technology that will enable students to meet and 
collaborate in compliance with your campus health and safety 
regulations. 

Judges. 
You can select a panel or conduct judging yourself.

Time. 
The Campus Round, as described, will take approximately 1-2 
hours.

All faculty members are encouraged to adapt the Campus Round to their 
unique resources and constraints.
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Campus Round Process

Welcome & Introduce
the Challenge

Give Instructions
& Timeframes

Design Thinking 
& Brainstorm Exercise 

Synthesize 
& Create 
Concept 

Upload Concepts 
& Close

5 Minutes 10 Minutes 45 Minutes 20 Minutes 25 Minutes



Next steps:

• Register at america250pa.org           if you 
haven’t yet!

• Academic leaders attend or review the prep 
Webinar (invite to follow)

• Send questions to 
team@directeffectinnovation.com

• Help shape the future of PA businesses



SLIDES FOR
FLEXIBLE USE IN 
CAMPUS ROUND



Campus Round Assignment: 
Create
initial concepts to launch Buy 
PA



Welcome & 
Introduce the 
Challenge

Welcome students

Provide background America250PA

Give an overview of the Innovation Challenge 
competition

Present the challenge for the Campus Round
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The America250 Innovation Team is continuing to partner with the U.S. 
Postal Service to present a Direct Effect Innovation Challenge centered on 

launching BuyPA.



A competition in three rounds

ROUND 1 
DUE OCT 3

ROUND 2 
OCT 23-26

ROUND 3
Week of NOV 16

Each campus holds a session 
to create ideas for the America250PA 

campaign 
and selects one team to advance 

to regional competition.

Each team will create 
marketing campaigns for businesses and 

consumers.

Regional winners will pitch 
their campaigns to 

the A250PA Commission, selected 
businesses and VIPs.

Commission
Reviews

Regional winners refine 
campaigns



What if every
Pennsylvania school 
helped PA 
businesses grow?



The America250PA Commission’s goal is to work with Pennsylvania 
schools to create a program that will be EPIC:

EDUCATE PRESERVE

INNOVATE CELEBRATE

…and touch every Pennsylvanian by the time America 
celebrates together on July 4, 2026. 

The America250PA Innovation Challenge is the first step 
in that journey.



We will honor our country’s founders by inviting 
students from across the state to come together 
and share their ideas about how our state can 
support Pennsylvania businesses present, and 
future.

As the inaugural state in the nation to kick off 
American’s 250th birthday, we’re excited to invite 
you to make history  with us.

-Governor Tom Wolf
Direct Effect Innovation Challenge 
2020 Launch   

Message from
The Governor





EPIC Focus Areas

PEOPLE COMMERCE HISTORY TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION

ARTS INNOVATION SPORTS NATURE
DIVERSITY & 
INCLUSION



BuyPA: Innovation Challenge Goals

Work with inspired students from colleges across the  
Commonwealth to promote the Pennsylvania economy, by creating
integrated marketing campaigns that: 

Promote 
Pennsylvania 

businesses, present 
and future

Promote growth 
opportunities for new and 

existing Pennsylvania 
businesses

Encourage Pennsylvanians 
to support local businesses 

Connect student marketers 
and innovators with 

Pennsylvania businesses



BuyPA Campus 
Round:
Create a concept to 
help PA businesses 
grow…on a single 
page

Description
Give a concise description of the team’s concept, the 
one it believes would successfully help Pennsylvania 
businesses grow and prosper. Be sure to list which 
EPIC focus area(s) the concept addresses.

Links
Reference relevant links  to give the concept context 
and connect it to references and resources.

Insight 
Share the team’s rationale. Why/how will this help 
Pennsylvania businesses?  How does the idea meet 
their challenges and needs?

Visual
Create a visual that represents the concept. Students 
can create original work or pull images from 
elsewhere. 
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Description
• Bring customers back to PA restaurants by highlighting innovative steps PA 

restaurants have taken to keep customers safe and nourished during the 
pandemic.

• Create a temporal “destination” by designating a single week to heighten 
campaign impact.

• EPIC Focus Area: Commerce
• Tagline: Pick Up, Take Out, Dig In: PA Restaurant Week 2020

Links
The restaurant sector must adapt and innovate to survive; How restaurants 
around the world are adapting to the coronavirus; Restaurant Revolution: 
How The Industry Is Fighting To Stay Alive

Insight 
Restaurants have struggled during the pandemic, producing ripple effects 
across the economy. However, PA restaurants have worked hard to keep their 
customers safe, from curbside pick up to delivering masks with dinner. By 
encouraging Pennsylvanians to safely patronize the businesses that serve 
them, we’ll restore numerous jobs and a sense of normalcy.

Visual
Our visual is a draft of a wordmark and ADAPT theme for PA Restaurant Week 
2020.

ADAPT: 
PA Restaurant 
Week 2020
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https://www.brookings.edu/research/reopening-america-the-restaurant-sector-must-adapt-and-innovate-to-survive/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/06/03/world-restaurants-coronavirus-adaptation/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/hbsworkingknowledge/2020/08/10/restaurant-revolution-how-the-industry-is-fighting-to-stay-alive/#2d0c851af1eb


Give Instructions 
& Timeframes

Work collaboratively in groups

Use outside resources for inspiration and research

Create one finished concept per team

Be empathetic to your audience and considerate to your 
teammates
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Suggested Schedule

Activity Time

Design Thinking & Brainstorming Exercise [45 mins]

Synthesize & Create Concept [20 mins]

Concept Review, Upload, and Judging [25 mins]

Winners announced [Time]



Design Thinking 
Exercise: Individual 
Brainstorming

Prompt #1

• Who are the businesses or business issues you are most interested in?

• Which businesses are contributing and making an impact in your 

community?

• What kind of business are you most interested in supporting – start up, 

small business, medium or large?

INSTRUCTION: 

Within the student teams, each team member should use the 
prompts below to individually write 1-3 sticky notes with their 
top ideas in the EPIC focus areas. 

Time: 5 Minutes



Design Thinking 
Exercise: 
Share Ideas 

INSTRUCTION: 

One by one, each team member states their ideas out loud to 
the team and on the wall. No feedback here – just questions for 
clarification.

Time: 5 - 10 Minutes



Design Thinking 
Exercise: 
Sort ideas and
Choose one

INSTRUCTION: 

Each team discusses their ideas –are there any themes

Team members will likely come up with some ideas that are 
similar or related – this step lets teams consider fewer individual 
ideas and hone in on their top contenders.

Time: 5 - 10 Minutes



Synthesize, 
Create Single 
Concept

INSTRUCTION: 

Each team should select, refine, and submit a single concept for 
judging by following the steps below.

Time: 20 Minutes

Select a single idea for completion. 
Capture it in the template pictured on the 
following slides. 

Add headline and descriptive bullets
• Description/Main Copy Points
• Links, resources, references
• Insight (the team’s rationale)

Create an image/caption that captures the 
idea  
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Concept Template

Download the Toolkit at www.America250PA.org

http://www.america250pa.org/


Concept Template

Download the Toolkit at www.America250PA.org

http://www.america250pa.org/


Judging / 
Upload Concepts 
& Close

Time: 25 Minutes

Concept Walk 

Panel views each concept

Panel Voting 
If you’ve chosen a panel, have them select a winner.

All Concepts are shared with Commission
• Have teams email their completed concept templates to 

submissions@america250PA.org.
• Feedback Forms are on the Concept template.
• Certificates / badges will be emailed to all participants.

Announce Campus Winner

Campus winners go to the Virtual Regional Round held October 
24-26, 2020, where they will build an integrated marketing 
campaign around ideas selected by the Commission. 
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mailto:submissions@america250PA.org


Judging 
Criteria

CLARITY 

Does the idea make sense on the page?

EPIC

Does the concept support one or more of the EPIC pillars 
(Educate, Preserve, Innovate, Celebrate)?

COMMUNICATION SKILLS 

Can you send this team forward to the regionals with 
confidence?

EMPATHY AND ENGAGEMENT

Will this idea travel? Would it touch and engage your 
community?

BREADTH

Would the concept engage residents across Pennsylvania in 
the America250PA effort?
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And the 
winner is?

Judging panel or the faculty facilitator selects 
one team to move on to compete at the 
Regional Round. 

All student concepts will be submitted to the 
America250PA Commission.



Next Steps: 
Post Innovation 
Challenge

The Commission reviews all concept submissions and 
uses them to develop the Regional Round challenge. 

Each student participant receives a certificate via 
email with language they can use on LinkedIn bios or 
resumes.

America250PA will follow up with faculty facilitators 
regarding participation in the Regional round (to be 
held the week of October 26 at virtual sessions 
around the Commonwealth).

Follow the action via #America250PA
There are continuing opportunities for engagement 
through 2026.

Any educator can use an idea or concept and work 
with students to support America250PA on their 
campus.
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The America250PA Innovation Team is designing 
programs and initiatives that spark the innovative 
and creative spirit of the Commonwealth, including:

The America250PA Design Center: strengthening 
Academic-Industry Partnerships across Pennsylvania 
through a marketplace that secures design sprints 
and internships.

America250PA Academic Commission: providing a 
statewide platform allowing our academic leaders to 
share their research, expand their networks, and help 
shape our next Innovation Challenges.

Next Steps:
America250PA
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Questions?

Email additional questions to: 
team@directeffectinnovation.com


